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About This Game

Oh no! The dastardly Skulls have stolen all the gold right out of Castle Cubeton!
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Only Suzy Cube has what it takes to recover the castle's lost treasure from those blustering bullies!

Discover the simple joy of platforming in this bright, fun and surprise filled 3D game.

# Simple, tight and responsive controls
# Over 40 unique stages to master

# Secrets and power-ups to discover
# Full controller support

A passion project which gets at the heart of what makes a great feeling, smile inducing, 3-D platform game for all players.

A message from the developer:
Suzy Cube has been a labour of love and an incomparable learning experience.

After years of work, I am thrilled to release the game so players can have as much fun playing it as I've had creating it.
Thanks to everyone who have helped make this possible and to all of Suzy's exceedingly patient fans.

Merci, Thank you, Gracias,
-Louis
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Title: Suzy Cube
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
NorthernBytes Software
Publisher:
Noodlecake Studios Inc.
Release Date: 19 Jun, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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The music is bad, the controls are terrible, the autoscrollers are the worst I've ever seen, and the bosses are uninspired and time
consuming. The 3D Land inspiration is clear however, and some of these levels are pretty fun. If you decide to play this game,
listen to your own music on another device.. Love this game! Been trying to collect all the stars. So much to collect. Great game
and graphics.!! Thanks team
NorthernBytes Software and Noodlecake Studios Inc. A+++

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rDO6sFm2hc. It is a fun little game and I enjoyed playing it quite a bit , however I am a
sucker for achievements and there are 3 of those which are not working currently which locks everyone out of getting 100%.
The devs said they would fix it early july but they have no released anything since and dropped all communication with players.
I can not recommend this game until it is fixed. which is a shame because  it is a fun game

Now that the achievements are fixed i'd gladly recommend this game because it is quite enjoyable to play, but the fact that you
can 100% it now makes it a lot more appealing. nothing too special about this game, but its still enjoyable. This game is a very
fun and charming platformer that definatly comes reocmended. Really, the only way i could not recommend this is if you've
played Mario 3d land and hated it, as this feels extremely similair to that.

That said the recomendation does come with a few potential caveats. most prominetly its a bit short (41 levels then usually take
about 5-10 minutes to beat), and while the platforming is rock solid other aspects of the game can be a bit buggy.. Cute
soundtrack and relaxing :3. this is a great game, for what it is. and it is a 3-D platformer indie game that you can knock out in a
day. I would say that the average person could complete this game in about 3 to 4 hours. the follwing are some good parts of this
game.
- nice and appealing style
- tons of special levels to unlock
- lots of replayability
- groundwork for great sequel/DLC

the following are some things that could use improvement
- boss fights lack diversity (and are very similar to the dragon fight in super mario odyssey)
- scrolling levels can be a nightmare in this game
- expensive (as it is)

keep in mind that I got this game on sale for $3.00. for this price it is worth every cent, but as it is ($8.00) I would wait for the
next time it drops to this price again.

5.5/10
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Cute soundtrack and relaxing :3. It was exactly what I expected: a game that is similar to Super Mario 3D Land/World, but with
simpler controls and gameplay, but still doesn't disappoint. Well, not much. It has its issues, such as lack of window scaling or
resizing for being a mobile port and a lack of "quick restart" button at the end of the level (a staple of mobile games) for the
case you miss any star and want to quickly redo the stage and find them again.

But overall, the game is light, not long and doesn't have heavy duty requirements.. Simple graphics, bland music and 3 star
system gives off mobile game vibe but this game excells in it's level design with the batting average of fun levels being around
85%. The love and respect is clearly felt in it's difficulty and variety. You platformer fan, get it!. A great simple and masterfully
executed platformer, with gameplay so tight and polished you'd think you were controlling a certain italian plumber with an "M"
on his hat. I'm really enjoying this a lot so far. Highly recommended if you ever wished for a 3D Mario World style game on
PC/Mac.. How wrong is it for me to sexualize a cube girl?
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